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1.0 INTRODUCTION

10 CFR 50.55a(g) requires that water-cooled nuclear reactor facilities have
an inservice testing (IST) program for pumps and valves to meet the
requirements of applicable edition of Section XI of the ASME Boiler and
Pressure Yessel Code. The IST program for Three Mile Island, Unit-1
(TMI-1) was submitted to the NRC and was reviewed by the staff. The
results of'the staff review were provided to the licensee in the safety

! evaluationreports(SERs)datedOctober3,1986andMarch 19, 1987.

Subsequent to the SER's-issuance, additional information was provided by .

the licensee for resolving open items. At about the same time, Region I
; (RI)identifiedin1 Inspection Report 50-289 87-10 that the check valves *

L (EG-V10)locatedupstreamofthedieselgeneratorairstartreceivers
should have been but were not included in the licensee's IST program. The i

staff reviewed the additional information and concluded that the valves
'

did perform a safety function and should be included in the IST program.,

The review results were provided in the SSER dated March 31, 1988.

1 The licensee disagreed with the staff review results on the EG-V10 check
-valves and the denial of the relief request for extending disassemblyi

intervals for valves DH-Y14, BS-V52, BS-V30, and MS-V9. By lette s dated
June 7, 1988 and April 17, 1989, the licensee submitted additional
information to substantiate their disagreement and requested re-review of
these two issues.

This SSER provides the staff evaluation of the information submitted in
the above two letters.

2.0 EVALUATION
.

1

2.1 Check Valves EG-V10 A/A, A/B, B/A and B/B (EG-V10)

1- These check valves are located on the inlet to each of the four air
receivers that are used to start the emergency diesel generators. The air!

l' receivers are maintained at a pressure between 225 psig and 250 psig and
are under daily observation of a plant operator. Low receiver air pressure
( 150 psig) is alarmed and the instrument that provides the low air

.

pressure signal is calibrated annually to ensure its reliability.|
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These valves were not originally included in the IST program and the
March 19, 1987 SER was silent on its exclusion. However, a staff
re-review of these valves concluded that they perform a safety-related #

function to seat and prevent loss of air pressure when the compressor
is unloaded after the charging or recharging cycle. As a result, the staff
concluded in its March 31, 1988 SSER that these valves must be put into
the IST program. In response to the licensee request to re-review the
issue, the staff has reviewed the design of the air receivers and the
function of'these valves. The staff's review indicates that the valves do
not necessarily provide a safety function in the event that they fail to ,

seat but that failure of-the valves _to open would inhibit charging of the
downstream air receivers.. A review of the receiver's pressure boundary
also indicates that check valves EG-VIO are just one of many potential
leak paths of the receiver system. Testing just one of many leak paths at
a two-year interval is impractical and_ inadequate, and provides little <

assurance that the air receiver will remain under the required pressure. A
continuous pressure monitoring system is installed and an alarm is provided
to detect low receiver air pressure. The reliability of the air receiver ,

system is further enhanced by a daily recording and verification of
receiver air pressure.

.On April 27, 1988, the licensee conducted a test to demonstrate that
EG-V10 could be removed from the system because the design of the
compressor discharge to the air receiver was verified to be essentially
leak tight. However, the licensee chose to retain these valves in the
system because they provided certain operational conveniences.

Based on the above discussion, the staff finds that EG-V10 may be-removed
from the system. If they are retained in the system, they are performing
safety-related functions in the open position because failures of these
valves to open will impair the function of the air receivers. Therefore
these. valves should be included in the IST Program. However, the staff
finds that the installed continuous pressure monitoring systen and daily
verification of receiver air pressure is a better and more effective
means of testing than the less frequent Section.XI's test, (i. e., full
flow /back flow / leak test), because it provides timely detection of these
valves' failure and other failures associated with the air receiver
system. Per 50.55a(a)(3)(i), even though these valves are required to be

L included in the IST program, they need not be tested per Section XI
L requirements because a better alternative is provided resulting in an
L acceptable level of quality and safety.
1

2.2 Check Valves DH-V14 A/B

Since full flow testing cannot be performed on these valves, the SER
dated March 19, 1989 requires that the operability of these valves be
demonstrated by sample disassembly on a refueling outage interval. In
its letter dated November 3, 1987, the licensee requested the sample
disassembly be extended to a 10-year interval / frequency. In the March 31,
1988 SSER, the staff restated its requirement that the sample disassembly and
inspection be performed on a refueling interval.

_ . _____ . _ - - _ - _ _ _ _ - - - - - - .
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.By-letters dated June 7, 1988 and April 17,1988, the licensee submitted
additional information and requested re-review of the request for :

extending the disassembly interval to every 10 years.

In addition to reviewing the additional information in the above two letters,
the. staff has re-evaluated the partial flow tests of these check valves,
and finds that the partial flow tests may provide an acceptance basis
for extending the internal inspection interval if they are conducted,
monitored and analyzed in a certain specific manner.

The check valves DH-V14 are located between.the Borated Water Storage
Tank (BWST) and both suctions of the Decay Heat Removal (DHR) pumps
andtheReactorBuilding-Spray (RBS) pumps. These valves are tested via
DHR pumps every refueling outage at a flowrate of 2/3 of the maximum
design' flow. They are also tested quarterly via RBS pumps at a flowrate
of approximately 1/4 of maximum design flow. The safety function of
these check valves is to open and supply flow to DHR and RBS pumps. A

-partially open valve would increase the friction pressure drop to the pump
inlet and may cause undesirable losses of the net positive suction head
(NPSH)-available. Inadequate NPSH can cause pump damage. A review of
THI system diagrams indicates that the valves DH-V14 are the only active
components whose performance may vary from test to test. Thus, monitoring the
pump inlet pressure provides useful information on check valve performance.
The staff considers that the partial flow tests conducted, monitored and
evaluated as follows:

a. Establish a base line flowrate when the check valves are known to
be in a good working condition and record from the test as reference
values the flowrate and corresponding pump inlet pressure.

b.- Perform future tests at the same flow rate and measure and evaluate
pump inlet pressure for indication of valve degradation,

c. . Evaluate what the pum) inlet pressure would be at the maximum design
flowrate and verify t1at the NPSH available would be greater than the
NPSH required at this flowrate.

Even though the staff finds that the partial flow test,1f conducted as stated
above, provides almost as good an indication of valve degradation as would
be obtained from full flow test requirements, the staff continues to
believe that the disassembly / inspection is the most positive means to
' determine the conditions and integrity of valve internals. Therefore
a disassembly program must continue. However, presuming a better monitored

-partial flow test as described in a., b. and c. above, and after review of
inspection results from previous disassembly of these check valves, the staff
finds that some extension of the current required inspection interval may be
acceptable.

!

__. __
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i Extending the sample disassembly interval to every ten years as pro)osed
by the licensee is unacceptable because the second valve might not be
inspected until 20 years after it has been in service. Since most plants
have not been operating more than 20 years, the staff finds that the !

20-year interval is too long and cannot be justified by the plant operating
history. Based on the 10-year' requirement of major-inservice inspection
activities and inspection'results of these valves after more than 10 years
in service, the staff finds that disassembly and inspection of both valves
every 10 years is a more reasonable and acceptable interval in addition to
the periodic partial flow test.

.

2.3 Check Valves

BS-V5E A/B
BS-V30 A/B
MS-V9 A/B

Since full flow tests can ret t,e performeo on the above valves, the
Narch 19. 1987 SER and March 31, 1988 SSER require that-the sample
disassembly and inspection of those velves be performed on a refueling
outage frequency. In letters dated June 7,1988 and April 17. 1989, the
licensee submitted additional information and requested that NPC reconsider
the disassembly frequency.

The review of the additional inferr:ation indicates that the usage factcr
of the above valves is low and therefere fatigue and wear are net serious
concerns of these valves. The primary concerns of these valves would be
corrosion, erosion, locking devices, or missing parts. A review of past
inspection data and photographs show that the valves were found in gecd
condition after nore than 10 years in service. There were no missing
parts, ne unusual corrosion, no unusual wear nor other abocrmal conditions
that would prevent these velves from performing their safety-related
functions. The staff finds that for a group of two valves, the originally
reevired inspection interval, i.e., every refueling outage, would be
excessive especially_in view of the pitfalls of no effective postr
naintenance test (IWV-3200) after major disassembly of these valves.

| Based on the recently issued Generic Letter 89-04, the staff finds that
the disassembly interval may be extended from every refueling outage to
every other refueling cutage. The revised frequency will result in each,

valve being inspected approximately every six years.

The licensee's requested inspection interval of every 10 years would
result in the second valve of the group not being inspected for as long as 20
years after it has been in service. A 20 year interval is too long and
cannot be justified by the plant operating history. Therefore the
licensee's request is denied and an inspection interval of one valveg

in each set every other refueling outage shall be implemented.l'

L
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3.0 conclusion

Based upon the above discussion, the staff concludes:4

1) If the EG-V10 valves are retained in the air-receiver system, they
are required to be included in the IST Program but relief may be
granted from the Section XI leak tests because the performance of
these valves is monitored by a effective alternative and is accept- -

'ablepursuantto10CFR50.55a(a)(3)(1).

2) Relief may be granted-to use partial flow testing of DH-V14 A/B is :
acceptable in lieu of the. full flow test requirement of IWV-3522,
provided it is performed, monitored and analyzed in a repeatable
manner as described above and complemented by periodic internal

= inspections. The licensee's relief request for extending the
inspection frequency to every 10 years is denied, but an adoption
of the monitored partial flow tests and a review of past inspection
results of these valves justify an extension to a maximum of a
10-year interval for inspecting both of these valves.

3) The licensee's relief request for extending the inspection frequency
to every 10 years for valves BS-V52 A/B, BS-V30 A/B and MS-V9 A/B
is denied. However, based on the Generic Letter 89-04 and a review of -
past inspection results of these valves, the staff finds that relief

,

may be granted from the full flow test requirements of IWV-3522
provided the inspection interval is no longer than one-valve in each
set every other refueling outage.

Principal Contributor: Yun-Seng Huang

Dated: December 27, 1989
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Mr. Henry D., Hukill Three Mile Island Nuclear Station,
GPU Nuclear Corporation Unit No. 1

[ cc:
'

G. Broughton Francis I. Young
0&M Director, THI-1 SeniorResidentInspector(TMI-1)
GPU Nuclear Corporation U.S.N.R.C.
Post Office Box 480 Post Office Box 311
Middletown, Pennsylvania. 17057 Middletown, Pennsylvania 17057

Richard J. McGoey
Manager.-PWR Licensing Regional Administrator, Region I
GPU Nuclear Corporation U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
100'Interpace Parkway 475 Allendale Road
Parsippany, New Jersey 07054 King of Prussia, Pennsylvania 19406

C. W. Smyth Robert B. Borsum
THI-1 Licensing Manager Babcock & Wilcox
GPU Nuclear Corporation Nuclear Power Generation Division
Post Office Box 480 Saite 525
Middletown, Pennsylvania 17057 1700 Rockville Pike

Rockville, Maryland 20852

Ernest L. . Blake, Jr. , Esq. Governor's Office of State Planning
-Shaw, Pittman, Potts & Trowbridge and Development-

2300 N Street, N.W. ATTN: Coordinator, Pennsylvania.
~ Washington, D.C. 20037 State Clearinghouse

Post Office Box 1323
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17120

Sally S. Klein, Chairman Thomas M. Gerusky, Director
Dauphin County Commissioner Bureau of Radiation Protection
Dauphin County Courthouse Pennsylvania Department of
Front and Market Streets Environmental Resources
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17120 Post Office Box 2063

Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17120

Kenneth E. Witmer, Chairman
Board of Supervisors
of Londonderry Township

25 Roslyn Road
Eilzabethtown, PA 17022
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